Background Environmental and behavioural factors are thought to contribute to all-cause mortality. Here, we develop a method to systematically screen and validate the potential independent contributions to allcause mortality of 249 environmental and behavioural factors in the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES).
Introduction
Identification of environmental and behavioural factors associated with mortality is critical for public health and preventive care. Many of these factors may be possible to modify, as opposed to genetic and demographic factors (age, sex, race/ethnicity) that are impossible to change and socio-economic factors (e.g. income, education and occupation) that are very difficult to change. McGinnis, Foege, Mokdad et al. identify behavioural and environmental risk factors as 'actual causes of deaths in the United States', requiring as much attention and response as standard proximate clinical conditions. 1, 2 One way to ascertain and compare environmental and behavioural risks for mortality is to integrate data from national health surveys linked with mortality registries. 2, 3 There is a large body of literature on studies that try to identify environmental factors and behaviours that may increase or decrease death risk. However, these studies typically assess and report one or a few factors at a time, and may lack systematic validation in independent datasets. Modern humans are now exposed to a complex array of environmental and behavioural factors 4, 5 and in theory many behaviours may entail health risks and benefits. However, there is a lack of analytic strategies that aim to decipher concurrently how multiple environmental and behavioural factors are associated with mortality. Further, potential environmental exposure and behavioural risk may be modified or determined by demographic attributes, such as sex, race/ethnicity and socio-economic status. Lack of standardization in the analysis may lead to inflated or spurious irreproducible effects. 6, 7 This is in contrast to current-day genome-wide association studies (GWAS), a systematic analytic strategy to correlate millions of common genetic factors with disease traits. 8 These investigations have resulted in a robust literature of genetic findings in contrast to environmentally-or behaviourally-based investigations. 8 We have recently developed methods for environment-wide association study (EWAS), aiming to search for and validate environmental factors associated with disease and disease-related phenotypes. [9] [10] [11] Here, we extend this methodology to systematically evaluate the associations of 249 environmental and behavioural factors, such as blood and urine biomarkers of exposure (e.g. pollutants and nutrients), and behavioural factors (e.g. physical activity, smoking and alcohol consumption), with all-cause mortality. We analyze the association of 249 factors on all-cause mortality using information collected from participants of the 1999-2002 United States National Health and Nutrition and Examination Survey (NHANES) with linked mortality information ascertained by the National Death Index (NDI) in 2006. We subsequently validate findings in an independent survey, 2003-04 NHANES. Last, we evaluate the correlation pattern between tentatively validated factors and identify those that have independent effects on all-cause mortality and how these interplay with demographic and socio-economic attributes.
Methods NHANES 1999-2000, 2001-02 and 2003-04
We downloaded NHANES laboratory, questionnaire and National Death Index (NDI) linked mortality data for 1999-00, 2001-02 and 2003-04 surveys. Mortality information was collected from the date of the survey participation through 31 December 2006 and ascertained via a probabilistic match between NHANES and NDI death certificate information. The NDI matches individuals on personal and demographic criteria, such as social security number and date of birth, and its performance has been described elsewhere (e.g. ref 12 ). Overall, 9555, 11 021, and 10 100 participants were followed in the 1999-2000, 2001-02 and 2003-04 surveys, respectively, with 611, 470 and 276 assumed death events, respectively. We used the 1999-2000 and 2001-02 surveys to scan for factors associated with all-cause mortality ('training' dataset) and reserved the 2003-04 survey to replicate findings from the training set.
Factors such as age, sex, race/ethnicity, educational attainment, occupation and income are hypothesized to be associated with both mortality and environmental/behavioural factors and we estimated their association with mortality. 13 Further, these sociodemographic factors may also confound associations of environmental/behavioural factors with death. In NHANES, race/ethnicity was coded as Non-Hispanic White ('White'), Mexican American ('Mexican'), Non-Hispanic Black ('Black'), Other Hispanic and Other. We coded educational attainment as less than high school, high school equivalent and greater than high school education. We estimated socioeconomic status (SES) as the categorical quintile of income/poverty index as previously described. 9, 10 We estimated occupation in categories corresponding to white-collar and professional (reference group), white-collar and semi-routine (e.g. technicians), blue-collar and high-skill (e.g mechanics, construction trades and military) and blue-collar and semi-routine (e.g. personal services, farmworkers) as previously described.
14 Figure 1 depicts our procedure. We assessed a total of 249 environmental and behavioural factors, see Table 1 and Supplementary Table S1 (available as Supplementary data at IJE online). These factors were either (i) information on behaviours, such as self-reported dietary intake (from a food frequency questionnaire), self-reported alcohol consumption, self-reported smoking, body mass index (BMI) from a physical examination or self-reported physical activity; or (ii) physical/chemical biomarkers of external exposures measured in serum or urine, such as blood lead concentration. Table 1 shows examples of  factors and Table S1 (available as Supplementary data at IJE online) provides a listing of all factors. There were a total of 416, 467 and 574 factors in the 1999-2000, 2001-02 and 2003-04 surveys, respectively. Next, from these 406, 457 and 564 factors, we identified a total of 347 that were present in all three surveys. Of these 347 factors, we found 249 that could be linked with at least 20 deceased participants in the training Behavioural factors included three surveying alcohol consumption, one on 'street drug' use, 58 factors on food and nutrient consumption, 23 on smokingrelated behaviours [e.g. 'current or past smoker? (versus never smoker)', 'does anyone in your household smoke (yes/no)?')] one on physical activity and three on social support (e.g. 'have anyone to help?', 'how many close friends do you have?'). We discuss these variables in the following. First, the three factors on alcohol consumption included five or more drinks per day, number of drinks per day in last month [z-standardized (divided by the population standard deviation to facilitate comparison of effects) ordinal factor] and how many total days drinking per year (z-standardized ordinal factor).
The 23 smoking factors included four regarding family smoking behaviour and 19 on personal smoking behaviour. The four family smoking behaviour factors included any smokers in the household (referent group: no smokers in household), total number of cigarette smokers in the household (z-standardized ordinal factor) and the total number of cigarettes smoked at home (z-standardized ordinal factor). The 18 factors regarding personal behaviour included a categorical factor on current or past smoking (analyzed as a two-level categorical factor with never smoking as a referent) and four on ever-used cigars, chewing tobacco, snuff and pipes (referent group: never smoked the item). Specifically for current and past smokers, factors included the number of cigarettes smoked just before quitting (z-standardized ordinal factor), how many years smoked (z-standardized ordinal factor), number of cigarettes currently smoking (z-standardized ordinal factor), the average number of cigarettes smoked per day in the past month (z-standardized ordinal factor) and an estimated nicotine, tar and carbon monoxide content of smoked item (z-standardized ordinal factors). Other factors for current smokers included years since started smoking (z-standardized ordinal variable). Physical activity was estimated by deriving metabolic equivalents for self-reported leisure and normal-time activities 15 and treated as an ordinal factor based on Health.gov physical activity guideline categories for no aerobic activity, low activity (medium intensity activity greater than baseline but fewer than 150 min/week), moderate activity (150 to 300 medium intensity min/ week) and high activity (4300 min medium intensive activity per week or 4150 min high intensity per week) as previously described. 10, 16 The 58 self-reported food and nutrient consumption factors were determined from one in-person 24 [17] [18] [19] [20] These food and nutrient consumption factors were linearly adjusted by total caloric intake and z-standardized. We considered BMI as another behavioural four-level categorical factor. We divided BMI into five categories as previously described, 21 Broadly, these included a serum marker of nicotine metabolism (cotinine), dioxins (n ¼ 7 markers), furans (n ¼ 10), heavy metals (n ¼ 15), hydrocarbons (n ¼ 21), nutrients (n ¼ 15), polychlorinated biphenyls (n ¼ 34), pesticides (n ¼ 22), phthalates (n ¼ 12), oestrogenic compounds (n ¼ 6), bacterial (n ¼ 2) and viral organisms (n ¼ 6). With the exception of assays detecting infectious agents (which were positive/negative assays), factors were continuous in scale. Continuous biomarker factors that had a rightskewed distribution were log-transformed and z-standardized as previously described. Table S1 , available as Supplementary data at IJE online). We used the R-project survival and survey library for all analyses and accounted for clusters pseudo-strata, pseudo-sampling units and participant weights to accommodate the complex sampling of the data. 22, 23 Estimates were verified with STATA. 24 Systematic scan of environmental and behavioural factors associated with all-cause mortality We associated each of the 249 factors to all-cause mortality serially using proportional hazards (Cox) regression, while adjusting for sociodemographic attributes described above, including age, sex, an estimate of SES (categorical quintiles of poverty to income ratio), educational attainment, occupation and race/ ethnicity in the training surveys, the 1999-2002 NHANES (the 'training' step, Figure 1C ). We used the FDR to correct for multiple hypotheses as described previously [9] [10] [11] ( Figure 1D ). The FDR is the estimated proportion of the false discoveries made over the number of total discoveries made at a given significance level. We used a permutation simulation method to estimate the numerator, the number of false positives incurred at a significance threshold as documented earlier. 9, 11, 25 Specifically, to estimate the expected number of false positives, we permuted the censorship and follow-up time variable within each stratum of the survey; in other words, participants were randomly assigned mortality status. Then, we re-ran survival analyses for each of the 249 factors. We repeated this process 100 times to attain a distribution of P-values drawn from the null distribution. The permutation method accounts for the correlation amongst factors. 26 We set an FDR threshold of 5% to identify findings in the training step for validation in the testing survey. For each factor that passed the FDR threshold in the training step, we assessed violation of proportional hazards by examining interaction between the factor and follow-up time. We deemed a factor tentatively validated if it had achieved FDR <5% significance in the training scan (1999-2002 surveys) and achieved nominal statistical significance in the test (2003-04) survey (P-value <0.05, Figure 1D -F). For validated findings, we computed an overall adjusted hazard ratio (referred to as 'overall HR') by combining both the training and testing survey datasets ( Figure 1F ). We verified whether the validated factors violated the proportional hazards assumption by checking their interaction with followup time. We did not have evidence that any of these factors significantly violated the assumption (P40.05).
We assessed the non-parametric correlations among factors that had an FDR < 5% in the training step, specifically bi-serial correlations between binary factors and Spearman correlations when considering quantitative factors. We visualized these pairwise correlations in a heat map and arranged the factors using a hierarchical clustering algorithm 27 as previously described. 11 We computed the power for detection of factors at P-value corresponding to FDR <5% (equivalent to P ¼ 0.0003) for sample sizes corresponding to each factor tested at a range of adjusted HR of (1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7 and 1.9) with the powerSurvEpi R library. 28 Specifically, this library implements methods that take into account the correlation among the factor and adjustment co-variates 29, 30 sample size and number of death events to estimate power at a given P-value threshold and HR. We then estimated how many factors we would detect if every one of the 249 were associated with all-cause mortality for FDR <5% (P <0.0003) and each HR above by totalling the power estimations for each factor tested (Supplementary Table S2 , available as Supplementary data at IJE online). At HRs of 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7 and 1.9, we estimated we would find 7 out of 249 (3%), 120/249 (49%), 194/249 (79%), 221/249 (89%) and 233/249 (94%), respectively, if all 249 factors were associated with all-cause mortality. We concluded we were adequately powered to detect modest and large associations (HR 41.3 or HR <0.8), but not weak associations with all-cause mortality.
Interaction checks with two lowest SES categories, male sex and Non-Hispanic Black race/ethnicity For tentatively validated factors, we aimed to assess their interaction with demographic and socio-economic characteristics associated with risk for allcause mortality, namely male sex, two lowest SES quintiles and Non-Hispanic Black race/ethnicity in the combined cohort (training and testing cohorts, Figure 1G ). Specifically, we modelled the interactions among each of the validated findings and the three demographic factors with a multiplicative term in the Cox proportional hazards model while controlling for the remaining demographic co-variates above (age, sex, education, quintile of SES, occupation and race/ ethnicity). As one example, the interaction between serum cadmium exposure ('X') and male sex would have been modelled as: log(HR) ¼ b 1 * Xþ b 2 * male þ b 3 * X * male þ other adjustment covariates (age, race/ethnicity, education, SES, occupation). We assessed whether inclusion of the interaction term (b 3 ) was significant at the Bonferroni level of significance after considering 7 times 3 interaction tests (P < 0.05/21 ¼ 0.002).
Variance explained of validated factors
To estimate the additive effects and overall variance explained by identified factors, we built three multivariable models that included tentatively validated factors ( Figure 1G ). The first models contained tentatively validated factors in addition to age, sex, quintiles of SES, education and occupation as defined above. The third model contained tentatively validated factors in addition to age, sex and race/ethnicity but excluded socio-economic factors. We hypothesized that the socio-economic factors may influence some of the environmental and behavioural factors. Under this hypothesis, the strength of the associations of the environmental/behavioural factors might be stronger in a model without socio-economic co-variates (SES, education and occupation) versus models with socioeconomic factors. We computed the Nagelkerke R 2 to estimate the variance explained for each model and, in addition, ascribed solely to the environmental and behavioural factors. We computed standard errors around the Nagelkerke R 2 with a bootstrapping procedure that accommodated stratified data. surveys included the groups 'other forms of ischaemic heart disease' (ICD10 codes I20, I25.1-I25.9, 10% of the deceased population), 'cerebrovascular diseases' (ICD10: I60-I69, 8% of deceased participants), 'other diseases' (more than ten ICD10 groups, 7% of deceased participants), 'malignant neoplasms of trachea, bronchus and lung' (ICD10: C33-C34, 7%), and 'acute myocardial infarction' (ICD10: I21-I22, 6% of deceased participants). The top five causes of death for deceased participants in the 2003-04 survey were similar and included 'other forms of ischaemic heart disease' (12% of deceased participants), 'malignant neoplasms of trachea, bronchus and lung' (10% of deceased participants), 'other diseases' (8%), 'acute myocardial infarction' (8%) and 'cerebrovascular diseases' (6%).
Systematic scan of environmental and behavioural factors associated with all-cause mortality We associated each of the 249 environmental and behavioural factors (self-reported or biomarkers of exposure) with all-cause mortality in turn, adjusting for age, sex, race/ethnicity, SES, occupation and educational attainment in the NHANES 1999-2002 surveys (the 'training' dataset). Figure 2 shows the results, visualizing the adjusted hazard ratio versus the P-value of the association. Adjusted HR denotes risk for all-cause mortality per 1 SD for continuous factors or per incremental change for ordinal values. For categorical or binary factors, adjusted hazard ratios denote risk relative to the referent category ('negative' for an exposure). We found 7 (out of 249) factors at FDR <5% in the training surveys (1999-2002 NHANES) and were able to tentatively validate all 7 factors in the test survey (P <0.05 in 2003-04 NHANES) (Table 4, Figure 2 ). The strongest association included physical activity, analyzed as an ordinal factor (representing the trend from no, low, medium and high activity as defined by Health.gov categories) with adjusted HR of 0.72 for the trend [CI: (0.66, 0.79), P-value ¼ 4 Â 10 À12 ] in the training surveys ( Figure 2 ) and an adjusted HR Figure S1 , available as Supplementary data at IJE online).
Three self-reported smoking factors were associated with mortality. These included the categorical factor past and current smoking (versus never smoking). The adjusted HR for past smoking was 1.5 [95% CI: (1.2, 1.8), P ¼ 8 Â 10 À5 in training surveys] and 2.0 for current smoking [95%CI: (1.4,2.9), P ¼ 2x10 À4 ]. The third self-reported smoking factor included anyone smoking in the participant's home [adjusted HR: 2.0 (1.6, 2.6), P ¼ 1 Â 10 À7 in the training surveys]. We observed slightly larger estimates in the test survey for these factors. For example, the adjusted HR for current smokers and past smokers versus never smokers was 1.7 and 3.0, respectively (P < 8 Â 10 À5 and 2 Â 10 À4 ). We found urine and serum cadmium levels associated with mortality. Serum cadmium had an adjusted HR of 1.4 for a 1-SD change in logged exposure value [CI: (1.2, 1.6), P ¼ 1 Â 10 À5 ] and for urinary cadmium the adjusted HR was 1.6 [CI: (1.3, 2.0), P-value ¼ 6 Â 10 À5 ]. Adjusted HR in the test surveys were higher [1.6 (P ¼ 6 Â 10 À7 ) and 2.0 (P ¼ 2 Â 10 À5 ), respectively]. We also found a serum nutrient marker associated with all-cause mortality. Specifically, the serum carotenoid trans-lycopene was negatively associated with all-cause mortality ( Figure 2 ; Table 4 ). Specifically, trans-lycopene had an HR of 0.6, and higher levels of trans-lycopene were associated with a 20% decreased risk for mortality (Table 4) . Adjusted HRs in the test surveys for these variables were similar. Several factors had higher HR (42) but did not have FDR <5%, including hepatitis C antibody and hepatitis B surface antigen. Antibodies to hepatitis C had an adjusted HR of 2.7 in the training surveys 2. Interaction checks with two lowest SES categories, male sex and Non-Hispanic Black race/ethnicity We estimated whether the seven validated factors interacted with three demographic categories (total of 21 tests of interaction). We could not conclude that any of these demographic factors modified associations for all-cause mortality after consideration of multiple hypotheses (P 40.05 for all 21 interaction tests).
Correlation pattern between putative risk factors
We assessed the correlations among each of the environmental and behavioural factors with FDR <5% (n ¼ 7) and adjustment covariates (n ¼ 21) and observed that there were many modest correlations among the 351 pairwise correlations that were calculated; 210 of the 378 correlations were significant (Bonferroni-adjusted P < 0.05). The 5th to 95th percentile range of the absolute value of r was 0.005 to 0.30 ( Figure 3 ) and the correlations that were significant had absolute values ranging from 0.04 to 0.62.
There were significant correlations between similar factors belonging to the same group, such as smokingand cadmium-related factors. For example, the correlation between serum and urinary cadmium levels was 0.45 (adjusted P <1 Â 10 À12 ). Self-reported anybody Figure 2 Volcano plot of 249 environmental and behavioural factor associations with all-cause mortality in training step (all black points). Red horizontal line denotes FDR-adjusted level of statistical significance (FDR ¼ 5%, P-value ¼ 0.0003). Red points show the standard demographic and socio-economic factors considered for adjustments. For SES: SES_0: 1st quantile of SES, SES_1: 2nd quantile of SES, SES_2: 3rd quantile of SES, SES_3: 4th quantile of SES; SES HR are relative to highest quintile of SES. For education: education_hs: high school education, education_less_hs: less than high school education, education HR relative to greater than hig -school education. For occupation: occupation_blue_semi: semi blue c-ollar, occupation_blue_high: high blue-collar, occupation_white_semi: semi white-collar, occupation_never: never worked. Filled black markers denote validated factors. -log10(P-value) for physical activity and age are annotated in parentheses, since they are extreme. Y-axis is discontinuous to accommodate higher -log10(P-values) for physical activity and age ENVIRONMENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL FACTORS IN ALL-CAUSE MORTALITY smoking at home was significantly positively correlated with current smoking status (r ¼ 0.6, adjusted P <1 Â 10
À12
) and negatively correlated with past smoking status (r ¼ À0.2, adjusted P <1 Â 10
). We observed correlations between smoking-related behaviours, physical activity, levels of cadmium and levels of trans-lycopene. First, smoking behaviour was significantly correlated with cadmium biomarker levels. Specifically, current smoking was correlated with both serum and urine cadmium levels (r ¼ 0.52 and 0.21, respectively, adjusted P < 1 Â 10 À12 ). Physical activity was modestly correlated with translycopene with (r ¼ 0.2, adjusted P < 1 Â 10 À12 ). Urine cadmium was modestly correlated with past smoking (r ¼ 0.1, adjusted P ¼ 1 Â 10 À5 ). On the other hand, trans-lycopene was modestly but significantly negatively correlated with serum and urine cadmium (r ¼ À0.13 and À0.16, adjusted P < 1 Â 10 À12 and P ¼ 8 Â 10 À11 , respectively). Moreover, there were modest correlations between the tentatively validated factors and demographic and socio-economic factors (r 5 0.1 and adjusted P <0.01). First, physical activity was positively correlated with above high school education and 5th quintile of SES (r ¼ 0.2 and 0.2, respectively, adjusted P <1 Â 10
) and negatively correlated with age (r ¼ À0.14, adjusted p < 1x10
). Trans lycopene was inversely correlated with age (r ¼ À0.3, adjusted P < 1 Â 10
) and less so than for high school education (r ¼ À0.13, P <1 Â 10
). Serum and urinary cadmium were directly correlated with age (r ¼ 0.24 and 0.34, respectively, adjusted P <1 Â 10
). Serum cadmium was additionally correlated with less than high school education (r ¼ 0.13, adjusted P <1 Â 10
) and urinary cadmium was correlated with Non-Hispanic Black race/ethnicity (r ¼ 0.16, adjusted P <1 Â 10
). Smoking-related factors also exhibited correlations with demographic factors. Self-reported current smoking was correlated with male sex (r ¼ 0.1, adjusted P <1 Â 10
) and inversely correlated with age (r ¼ À0.15, adjusted P <1 Â 10
). Current smoking was also correlated with first quintile of SES (r ¼ 0.12, adjusted P <1 Â 10 À12 ). Similarly, anyone smoking at home correlated with first quintile of SES (r ¼ 0.11, adjusted P <1 Â 10
) and with Non-Hispanic black race/ethnicity (r ¼ 0.11, adjusted P <1 Â 10 À12 ). Past smoking was strongly correlated with age (r ¼ 0.26, adjusted P <1 Â 10 À12 ) and male sex (r ¼ 0.14, adjusted P <1 Â 10 À12 ).
Multivariable models and variance explained by tentative validated factors
We built three multivariable models to estimate the variance explained by the tentatively validated factors. We opted to remove urinary cadmium from consideration in these models due to extensive missing information (only 1694 participants with 134 death events versus 5155 participants with 416 events). In the first, we entered five of the seven tentatively validated n and number of events are unweighted.
FDR, false discovery rate; MET, Metabolic equivalent.
factors [serum cadmium, physical activity, anyone smoked in home, current smokers/past smokers (versus never smokers)] while adjusting for demographic covariates (Table 5) for participants from both the training and testing surveys (Model A). The second model was similar to the first, containing six of seven validated factors including trans-lycopene (Model B). The third multivariate model contained six of seven validated factors but omitted socio-economic factors, such as SES, education and occupation (Model C). The total number of participants available in the combined testing and training surveys in Model A was 7381 (733 deaths). The total number of participants available for Models B and C was 5155 (416 deaths). The total variance explained by models A, B and C was 14.4, 13.2 and 11%, respectively. The variance explained by the tentatively validated environmental and behavioural factors in these models was 1.6, 2.1 and 2.3%, respectively. Thus, models not including trans-lycopene but built on more complete data were not inferior versus models including trans-lycopene. Moreover, models that did not consider socioeconomic factors had a modestly lower R 2 than those that did (13 versus 11%). The contribution of environmental and behavioural factors was similar in Figure 3 Pairwise correlations of factors with FDR <5% in the training set and of the standard demographic and socio-economic factors used for adjustments models B and C. On the other hand, current smoking (P 40.7 in Models A-C, Table 5 ) and past smoking (Models B-C, Table 5 ) lost nominal significance (P 40.05) in multivariable models, indicating the correlative nature of the tentatively validated factors.
Discussion
Out of the 249 tested environmental and behavioural factors, we found that only physical activity, smoking and cadmium levels have consistent evidence for strong and validated associations with all-cause mortality. Some other factors might have been missed due to limited power. This suggests that the study of putative environmental and behavioural risk factors that regulate all-cause mortality at the general population level will require very large studies and careful validation. Given the small effect sizes of validated factors, continuing to perform modest-size studies with selective reporting of a few putative risk factors is unlikely to yield reliable and conclusive answers. Tentatively validated factors accounted for approximately 2% of the risk variance when demographic factors were accounted for, and this decreased little when socioeconomic factors (income, education and occupation) were also accounted for. This suggests that little of the impact of these two modifiable behaviours out of 249 examined is explained by the few measured socio-economic forces that possibly influence physically inactivity or smoking. Whereas we did not subject the socio-economic factors to validation, the volcano plot ( Figure 2) shows that descriptively the two lowest quintiles of income were strongly associated with mortality, with a hazard ratio larger than any of the individual environmental and behavioural factors tested. This relation specific to the two lowest levels of income and mortality is consistent with prior work done on an earlier wave of NHANES 14 and thus should be further investigated, given the out-of-sample replication and strength of association we observe.
Reassuringly, we were able to elicit well-known associations between smoking and physical activity and all-cause mortality. Our estimates of increased risk with current and past smoking are very similar to those of a recent meta-analysis where relative risks were 1.83 for current smokers and 1.34 for past smokers. 32 Our protective estimates from physical activity are also similar to those identified by a recent large meta-analysis of 80 cohorts. 33 Physical activity 34 and current smoking 35, 36 are associated with average increase of 3-4 and decrease of 10 years in life expectancy, respectively, and physical inactivity and smoking are thought to be each responsible for approximately five million deaths worldwide. Our multivariable analysis also reiterates the combined effect of behavioural/environmental risk factors on mortality. 37 Nutrition and nutrition quality has also been connected with mortality risk. We found a marker for a carotenoid nutrient (trans-lycopene) associated with all-cause mortality. Several observational studies have found correlations between carotenoid levels and mortality among elderly, for example among women 38 and among Italian individuals. 39 In NHANES III, Shardell and colleagues observed a modest decrease in mortality for 2nd and 3rd quartiles of lycopene. 40 However, interventions focusing on carotenoid-related nutrients have not shown any benefits in clinical trials for prevention of chronic disease and cause-specific death (e.g ref 41 ). Further, a randomized trial of a 'tomato-rich diet' containing high amounts of lycopene failed to change chronic disease risk profiles of 255 UK-based participants. 42 Some investigations have suggested harm. 43 Therefore, trans-lycopene may be a surrogate marker of other 'healthy' behaviours and possibly of a 'healthy diet' profile. It is unclear which measured or unmeasured correlate of trans-lycopene levels may be responsible for the association with mortality risk. Further, what exactly constitutes a 'healthy diet' is currently very difficult to define, in contrast to earlier claims. 44 We have previously documented a large correlation matrix of environmental factors, 10 and further studies should investigate how nutritional and other environmental and behavioural factors relate to one another 8 to potentially trace sources of bias and harness confounding. We found that urinary and serum cadmium were also associated with all-cause mortality. Tellez-Plaza et al. have reported similar results in these participants for blood and urinary cadmium on both all-cause and cardiovascular-related mortality, while adjusting for many other cardiovascular-related risk factors including smoking, cholesterol, blood pressure and medication use. 45 Further studies will need to evaluate the relationship of behaviours that lead to cadmium exposure and all-cause or cause-specific mortality. For example, serum cadmium is postulated to indicate current exposure whereas urinary cadmium may reflect total body burden of cadmium, but urinary cadmium is reflective of serum levels. 46 Serum cadmium levels increase as humans age, and sources include ambient air pollution (through fossil fuel combustion), diet and smoking. 46 Cadmium levels were significantly correlated with smoking and age; however, the association of death risk with serum levels of cadmium was significant in the multivariable models even after smoking had been accounted for.
Our analysis on all-cause mortality has several limitations. First, to consider multiple factors in systematic and standard fashion, we had to make assumptions about what covariates to adjust for in our initial scan and replication procedure. Investigators may consider a different set of adjusting covariates specific for each factor; however, it is unclear how to attain a 'standard' set of covariates. We focused on a set of demographic factors (age, sex and race/ethnicity) that are impossible to modify, and on a set of socio-economic factors (income, education, occupation) that are very difficult for individuals to modify (although they are amenable to social and other multi-level interventions). Second, not all participants in NHANES have available measurements on the entire set of all factors assayed; thus, it is not possible to subject the scan to the same number of participants for each environmental and behavioural factor considered. This type of non-random missing information may lead to biased findings, as the subsamples may not be representative of the larger sample. Although we did not detect any differences in population demographics of sub-samples, we acknowledge that missing data could have led to loss of power. Third, along these lines, our power calculations based on the available data with non-missing information suggest that we had power to detect modest relative risks, but many small effects could easily have been missed. The need to understand small effects requires a recalibration of our thinking about risk-factor epidemiology, with emphasis on very large studies and careful replication. For small effects, differentiating noise from genuine signals is difficult. Fourth, residual confounding is always possible in any observational associations, even those that are seemingly consistent and validated in different datasets.
Fifth, our data had a relative short follow-up in both the training (median 6 years) and testing (median 3 years) surveys and lacked repeated measurements of factors to assess the longer-term risk of these factors on mortality through time. We emphasize that in an investigation of non-institutionalized people in the general population, many environmental and behavioural factors will require longer exposure and followup times to detect associations with mortality. Whereas factors found through this study have strong evidence for association with all-cause mortality, we cannot rule out important factors not identified by these methods or these data. Further, the deceased participants considered here are older individuals (68 and 73 years mean age of deceased participants in the 1999-2002 and 2003-04 surveys, respectively), many of whose cause of death included chronic cardiovascular-related disease, such as heart disease.
Relatedly, many environmental factors, such as infectious agents, are only applicable to a small subset of the population, have lower prevalence and/or play a role in cause-specific mortality such as cancer. Therefore, a systematic scan of factors in a general population will be underpowered to detect these putative associations in the context of all-cause mortality. Specifically, the top causes of death in the general population included cardiovascular-related diseases (e.g. ischaemic heart disease, stroke and myocardial infarction) and the findings may only be pertinent to aetiologies of these diseases. On the other hand, factors with larger effect sizes but higher FDR (outliers on the volcano plot) can be noted for further investigation. For example, outliers in this study included hepatitis B and C, factors that may cause liver cancer. 47 We emphasize that factors that are not top findings in such a scan may still play a large role in mortality risk, albeit in smaller sub-populations.
Sixth, we cannot claim that our systematic scan of environmental and behavioural factors in NHANES covers the entire space of the 'exposome'. 48 The CDC and NCHS have selected an array of behavioural and environmental factors based on their prevalence, measurement feasibility and hypothesized influence on population health. Furthermore, unlike static genetic factors, there is heterogeneity in exposure or self-reported factor ascertainment and exposures/ behavioural factors will follow unique temporal patterns throughout an individual's lifetime. 49 For example, factors such as pollutants (e.g. polychlorinated biphenyls) are lipophilic and persistent in fatty tissue and are accrue in tissue over time. 10 Other factors, such as bisphenol A, are metabolized rapidly, are short-lived and assume that individuals are continuously exposed to the factor (e.g. ref 50 ). Further, the relationships between the biomarkers and actual exposure are also difficult to surmise due to issues of sample timing and differential elimination. Selfreported dietary factors derived from a single point in time can be error-prone 51, 52 and there are documented examples of lack of concordance with objective indicators of intake. 53, 54 As a result of lack of comprehensive measures and heterogeneity, our systematic scan will have missed other candidate factors putatively associated with mortality risk.
KEY MESSAGES
Identification of environmental and behavioural factors associated with mortality is critical for public health and preventive care. However, there are few investigations that systematically search for associations between environmental and behavioural factors and all-cause mortality.
Here, we systematically associate 249 environmental and behavioural factors, such as urineary or serum markers of environmental exposure and self-reported nutrients, with time-to-death, and were able to tentatively validate five factors robustly associated with mortality.
Instead of focusing on a few risk factors at a time, our approach gives a wider perspective about the strength of the evidence (or lack thereof) and the impact of a wide array of risk factors that may be possible to modify.
